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Moreover, solar irradiation on the Earth surface has
implications on hydrology, climatology, agriculture and
many other human activities.

Abstract.

The main aim of this research work is to analyse the
importance of modelling solar data. Should engineers and scientists spend
time modelling solar data from other variables or it is a simply waste of
time? Which applications truly need a precise forecast of the solar
variables? Which spatial and time resolution is needed? In this work we
have proposed to analyse these questions and give a brief description of
the currently existing methods and the targets demanded by industrial and
scientific applications in this field.

The solar irradiation that arrives to the external part of
the Earth atmosphere has an average value of 1 373
W/m2 and it is almost constant (except it happens any
kind of sun storms). However, on the Earth surface, that
value decreases to an average of 1 000 W/m2
approximately and it has quite a huge uncertainty due to
the geographical coordinates, the meteorological
conditions, pollution (which causes diffraction in the
atmosphere), shadows from near obstacles, etc. So it is
not an easy task to model the irradiation behaviour at
ground level. A horizontal solar radiation of Spain can be
seen on Figure 1.

In the field of modelling solar data there exist many methods and
techniques which cannot be completely described here. The authors just
want to analyse the relevance of improving these methods for the
development of the solar energy.
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1. Introduction
Since the ancient Greece, and even before, the Mankind
has found innovative ways to use the power of the Sun.
Since the last century their main applications have been
increased due to the development of efficient technologies
that allow the conversion of solar power into electricity or
hot water. These solar energy technologies have changed
the way that many businesses, industries and even houses
produce heat, light, hot water, electricity or cooling [1].
Active solar techniques include the use of photovoltaic
panels and solar thermal collectors to harness the energy.
Passive solar techniques include the orientation a building
to the Sun, the selection of materials with favourable
thermal mass or light dispersing properties and the design
of spaces that naturally circulate air [2]. Its impact is such
that it is highly present on the political agenda in many
countries. So, we can conclude that a deep analysis of the
solar resources is mandatory for the development of this
kind of technologies.
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Figure 1. Horizontal radiation map of Spain [3].
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where measurements are not available or only for short
periods of time. In these cases, calculating monthly
average daily radiation from other meteorological
variables (such as solar hours, temperature or humidity)
has a particular interest.

2. Measuring solar irradiation
Some irradiation values can be measured with scientific
equipment (pyranometers and pyrheliometers) in some
ground stations, but we only dispose of data from very
specific places and for a certain period of time [4]. These
devices are a special sort of actinometers that can measure
broadband solar irradiance on a planar surface from a field
of view of 180 degrees (see Figure 2). They offer very
high time resolution (typically one minute) so they give
best results for different places [5].

3. Modelling solar data
Many different models have been suggested to predict
solar radiation [7], [8]. We classify these models in two
main groups according to their main aim:

Other systems use data collected from meteorological
satellites, avoiding in this case problems with the coverage
of the measurement instruments with frost, snow or dirt,
pollution, failure of the measurement devices itself, etc.
Satellites use to measure the radiation coming from the
Earth surface reflected from the ground or clouds, so it is
mandatory to take also into account the radiation absorbed
and reflected by the atmosphere [4].

1. Models for predicting irradiation from other
climate variables. In this group one can include
the following main techniques [9], [10]:
a) Linear models.
b) Non-linear models.
c) Unrestricted models.
d) Polygonal models.
e) Triple estimation models.
f) Fuzzy-genetic models.
g) Neural Network models.

Geostationary satellites take pictures of the Earth surface
every 15 or 30 minutes and on each pixel in the picture
(that usually represents a rectangle of few square
kilometres) it is estimated the solar radiation of such an
area. The space resolution can be increased with Polarorbiting satellites (which fly closer to the Earth surface)
but they can only take very few pictures a day of a
particular area (they have worse time resolution) [6].
Depending on the case study it would be desirable one
kind of satellites or the other one.

2. Models for space interpolation. In this group
it can be included three main techniques:
a) Linear interpolation models.
b) Non-linear interpolation models.
c) Fuzzy-genetic models and Neural
Networks.

Furthermore, satellite methods have special problems with
snow on the ground (due to it looks like clouds in satellite
images), strong varying altitude areas like mountains and
at high latitudes in winter when the sun is very low.

The mentioned above models can be more or less
complex and use different sort of input variables (see
Table 1) [10]. The adaptation and reliability of these
inputs to the case study allow us to achieve better or
worse predictions.
Table 1. Input parameters in solar models*.
Input type
Parameters
Year, month, day, UTC
hour, declination, zenith,
Astronomic factors
solar constant, extraterrestrial irradiation, air
mass.
Latitude, longitude, height
Geographic factors
above the sea level,
albedo.
Air pressure, air
Meteorological surface
temperature (dry bulb),
factors
relative humidity, wind
speed.
Not-integral column
Ozone level, NO2 level,
meteorological factors
precipitate water.
Angstrom wave length
exponent, Angstrom
turbidity, aerosol singleAtmosphere turbidity
scattering albedo, Linke
turbidity, aerosol optic
depth, visibility.
* Not all the models use all the input parameters.

Figure 2. Model of solar irradiation sensor [5].
Whatever the measuring method it can be concluded that
we do not dispose of direct measurements on every place
at any time and we need to estimate the irradiation values
from measurements made nearby. Accurate solar models
are mandatory for many applications including forecasting.
On the other hand, measuring solar irradiation is complex,
requires expensive specific devices and there are a large
number of areas, particularly on developing countries,
https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj11.440
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3.1. Linear models
3.6. Fuzzy-genetic models
Linear models are based on the original Angstrom-Prescott
equation:

 H 
S 

  a  b   
 H0 
 S0 

Fuzzy-genetic models work in the way that through fuzzy
techniques we can make groups with the solar data and,
applying a genetic algorithm, we can optimize those
groups [13].

(1)

The main advantage of this sort of models is that we do
not need any mathematical expression to describe the
solar parameters behaviour. On the other hand, we need a
great amount of data to achieve an acceptable accuracy.

where H is the mean global daily irradiation on an
horizontal surface, H0 is the mean global extra-terrestrial
irradiation, S is the real monthly solar hours, S0 is the total
theoretical monthly solar hours and a and b are constants
related with the studied location.

3.7. Neural Network models

Although a and b have a physical meaning in terms of
clearly and cloudy sky, it is important to notice that:

a  b 1

Neural Networks allow us to classify data and learn how
to process it in the same way as the animals and humans
do with knowledge. They use units called neurons and
each neuron is connected with the rest and sends an
output signal according to its activation function.

(2)

3.2. Non-linear models

3.8. Linear interpolation models

This kind of models use non-linear equations for
forecasting the global irradiation due to the constants a and
b from the original Angstrom-Prescott constants depend on
the relation S/S0:
2
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The solar irradiation for a specific location is a linear
combination of measures from close locations:
n
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Se is the estimated value, n is the number of measures, wi
is the weight of the measure and Si is the solar measure.

3.3. Unrestricted models

There exist different options for weighting, as for
example:

The unrestricted model has been developed by Sen in [11].
This author notices that irradiation data not always set the
conditions for applying the linear regression. Thus it is
more accurate to use the following expressions:
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Inverse distance.
Inverse square distance.
Cressman Method (max. influence radius).
Sasaki and Barnes Method.
CSV Method.

3.9. Non-linear interpolation models

 H 
S 
  b'2 sd  
sd 
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(5)

The value for a specific location is a non-linear
combination of measures from close locations as follows:

where sd means the standard deviation.
n

3.4. Polygonal models

Se  m

Polygonal models use linear regression applied to intervals
along the year to take into account the seasonally
variations in the solar parameters [12].
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3.5. Triple estimation models

3.10.

These models obtain level maps that represent the
relationship between two climatic parameters with the
solar irradiation and not only the solar hours. The second
climatic parameter can be the relative humidity, the
environment temperature or the atmospheric pressure.

They work in the same way as explained in subsection
3.6 for predicting solar radiation from other climate
variables.

https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj11.440
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studying the solar potential as a renewable resource has
become a key area of interest within energy planning.

4. Errors, uncertainties and problems
For calculating the accuracy of each model it can be used
two indicators that compare predicted values with
measured values in the case study [10]:

Furthermore, the currently implementation of Smart
Grids and Smart Cities as a future trend of energy
generation, distribution and consuming model has made
the prediction of energy production mandatory. An
example of a Smart Grid scheme is shown in Figure 3.

1. Mean Bias Error (MBE). It is defined as:

MBE 

11 n 
  ei 
m  n i 1 

(8)

2. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). It is
defined as:

RMSE 

1
m

1 n 2
 ei
n i 1

(9)

where:

1 n
m   mi
n i 1

(10)

ei  ci  mi

(11)

Figure 3. Example of a Smart Grid scheme [16].
In no-energy related fields, solar forecasting is also
crucial, as for example for planning crops campaigns,
bioclimatic architecture designs [17], wind predictions at
certain areas (sun beams heat the air mass
heterogeneously), optimal electrical consumption at
commercial buildings [18], etc.

where n is the number of compared elements, ci is the
predicted value (result from the model) and mi is the
measured value.

The required accuracy depends on the specific
application. For example, yearly energy planning of a
stand-alone PV plant requires a spatial resolution of few
kilometres, and time resolution of days, or even months,
is enough. On the other hand, a BIPV application
(Building Integrated Photovoltaic) would require a spatial
resolution of few metres and a time resolution of hours. It
also would be desirable to know the global irradiation on
vertical planes with different orientations. Those data will
help to design an efficient energy policy.

The lower are the MBE and the RMSE values the better is
the analysed model. In general it is accepted that a model
has an accurate behaviour when:

abs(MBE )  10% or / and

RMSE  20%
(11)

It also should be noticed that the most part of the models
use site specific and/or dependent on the averaging period
considered coefficients. This fact makes the model only
able to be applied on certain localities of similar climate
and for a specific period. In other way results cannot be
compared. Some authors like Hay have developed global
models with no dependence coefficients by studying
multiple-reflection influence, but those methods require
cloud albedo and surface data [14].

6. Conclusions
It has been widely observed the relevance and need of
accurate solar modelling in many fields, focusing in
energy planning. There is no doubt that an accurate
model for solar prediction allows us to improve our
energy systems designs.

Furthermore, other authors like Suehrcke claim that the
global radiation and the sunshine duration has an
approximately quadratic relationship and thus linear
models are wrong [15].

Solar data can be modelled in order to estimate solar
radiation from other climate variables and time prediction
or, on the other hand, it can be modelled for space
interpolation. Many models exist with different input
parameters and accuracy values.

5. Main applications
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